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SYMPOSIUM ON SOVEREIGNTY, CYBERSPACE, AND TALLINN MANUAL 2.0
SOVEREIGNTY IN THE AGE OF CYBER
Gary P. Corn* and Robert Taylor†
Introduction
International law is a foundational pillar of the modern international order, and its applicability to both state and
nonstate cyber activities is, by now, beyond question. However, owing to the unique and rapidly evolving nature of
cyberspace, its ubiquitous interconnectivity, its lack of segregation between the private and public sectors, and its
incompatibility with traditional concepts of geography, there are difﬁcult and unresolved questions about exactly
how international law applies to this domain. Chief among these is the question of the exact role that the principle
of sovereignty plays in regulating states’ cyber activities.
The technological structure and global interconnectedness of cyberspace offers both state and nonstate actors a
medium through which to operate against a broad array of targets, free from the physical constraints of geography
and territorial boundaries. At an increasing rate, states are not just utilizing, but also aggressively exploiting, cyberspace as a novel means for engaging in traditional statecraft, including activities that advance national security such
as espionage and low-cost, asymmetric offensive operations. Likewise, nonstate actors routinely use cyberspace to
conduct harmful activities that threaten individuals and business interests, as well as nations. For example, ISIS
uses the internet to command and control its operations, spread its toxic propaganda, recruit new members, and
incite violence globally. And while ISIS may not yet possess the cyber sophistication or capabilities of certain
nation-states, it has demonstrated the ability and willingness to engage in offensive cyber operations.1 The vulnerabilities inherent in the cyber domain threaten states’ basic governmental functions, territorial security, political
independence, and economic well-being, as well as the individual security and well-being of their citizens.
Through both custom and treaty, international law establishes clear proscriptions against unlawful uses of force
and prohibits certain interventions among states. And while questions remain as to the speciﬁc scope and scale of
cyber-generated effects that would violate these binding norms, the rules provide a reasonably clear framework for
assessing the legality of state activities in cyberspace above these thresholds, including available response options
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for states. Below these thresholds, there is insufﬁcient evidence of either state practice or opinio juris to support
assertions that the principle of sovereignty operates as an independent rule of customary international law that
regulates states’ actions in cyberspace. The process of adapting the existing legal framework to cyberspace must
reﬂect the unique aspects of the domain in order to ensure the law continues to serve the goal of maintaining peace
and stability while enabling states to thwart existing threats and prevent new threats from emerging.
Jus Ad Bellum and Nonintervention
International law provides a framework for cooperation that is foundational to the successful preservation of
international peace and security, and includes variations across different domains that account for the particularities of each domain. Both the jus ad bellum, as reﬂected in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter and customary international law (CIL), as well as the CIL rule of nonintervention, are well-recognized binding norms applicable to
interstate relations. There is general consensus that the jus ad bellum applies fully to cyber activities that rise to
the level of a use of force. There has been a great deal of discussion as to what cyber actions would actually amount
to a use of force, and many commentators have speculated on that issue. Despite the lack of complete clarity, it is
generally accepted that at a minimum, cyber activities that proximately result in death, injury, or signiﬁcant destruction, or that represent an imminent threat thereof, constitute a use of force.
There is also general consensus that cyber actions that amount to a prohibited intervention also violate international law. This category would include actions that are coercive or dictatorial and bear on matters of sovereignty
such as the choice of a political, economic, social, and cultural system, as well as the formulation of foreign policy.2
The quintessential example of a violation of the principle of nonintervention is one state coercively interfering in
the internal political process of another state, such as by altering the votes recorded and thereby affecting the
results of an election.3 Although the nonintervention rule is ﬁrmly ensconced in CIL, there is a dearth of state
practice, let alone opinio juris, regarding the contours of its applicability to cyber activities. Further development of
how the nonintervention rule applies to cyber activities is critical to informing policymakers on available response
options such as the correlative doctrine of countermeasures.
Activities Below the Level of Prohibited Intervention
The jus ad bellum and the principle of nonintervention provide limited guidance in the realm of cyber because the
vast majority of cyber operations are something less than a use of force, and do not ﬁt squarely within the traditionally recognized elements of the nonintervention rule. Whether extant international law regulates this less-intrusive class of cyber activities is therefore a critical question. Some argue that limitations imposed by the concept of
sovereignty ﬁll this normative space—that sovereignty is itself a binding rule of international law that precludes
virtually any action by one state in the territory of another that violates the domestic law of that other state, absent
consent. However, law and state practice instead indicate that sovereignty serves as a principle of international law
that guides state interactions, but is not itself a binding rule that dictates results under international law. While this
principle of sovereignty, including territorial sovereignty, should factor into the conduct of every cyber operation, it
does not establish an absolute bar against individual or collective state cyber operations that affect
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cyberinfrastructure within another state, provided that the effects do not rise to the level of an unlawful use of
force or an unlawful intervention.
Sovereignty is a fundamental principle of international law and is considered a “basic constitutional doctrine of
the law of nations.”4 Since at least the Treaty of Westphalia and the creation of the modern nation-state, sovereignty
has been understood to encompass two distinct but related aspects—internal and external sovereignty. As a general concept, it refers to “the collection of rights held by a state, ﬁrst in its capacity as the entity entitled to exercise
control over its territory and second in its capacity to act on the international plane, representing that territory and
its people.”5 It is understood as encompassing “the whole body of rights and attributes which a state possesses in
its territory, to the exclusion of all other states, and also in its relation with other states.”6 With respect to internal
sovereignty, it signiﬁes the independent right, in regard to a portion of the globe, “to exercise therein, to the exclusion of any other state, the functions of a state.”7 This well recognized, near-exclusive right over the domaine réservé
of the state—those matters of governance and jurisdiction committed to the sole responsibility of the state and its
ofﬁcial actors—is at the heart of, and speciﬁcally protected by, the principle of nonintervention.8 In addition, internal sovereignty allows a state to prohibit acts within or affecting its territory as an exercise of governmental authority. However, international law does not obligate other states to refrain from all activities that might infringe upon
or operate to the prejudice of the territorial state’s internal sovereignty.
A perhaps more foundational aspect of sovereignty is the equality of states in the international order.9
Sometimes referred to as external sovereignty, this corollary principle to the exclusive authority of the state to
exercise jurisdiction and governance within its territory refers to the recognition in the international order of
the absolute equality and independence of all states. External sovereignty forms the unifying principle of international law—that only states, qua states, have the legal personality necessary to create and be bound by international
law.10 The principle of sovereign equality underlies the well-recognized premise in international law that “[r]estrictions on the independence of states cannot … be presumed.”11 This premise, known as the Lotus rule, has long
been understood to stand for the proposition that states are free to act on the international plane except to the
extent that their actions are proscribed by treaty or customary international law.
Since the rise of the modern nation-state, countries have applied the doctrine of sovereignty in different ways, at
times developing speciﬁc international law regimes tailored to the particular circumstances. For example, it is
widely recognized that states have unquestioned authority to prohibit espionage within their territory under
their domestic laws, but it is also widely recognized that international law does not prohibit espionage. States
have long engaged in espionage operations that involve undisclosed entry and activities within the territory of
other states, subject only to the risk of diplomatic consequences or the exercise of domestic jurisdiction over intelligence operatives if discovered and caught. Within this framework, it is understood that espionage may violate
international law only when the modalities employed otherwise constitute a violation of a speciﬁc provision of
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international law, such as an unlawful intervention or a prohibited use of force. Thus states conduct intelligence
activities in and through cyberspace, and generally, “to the extent that cyber operations resemble traditional intelligence and counter-intelligence activities … such cyber operations would likely be treated similarly under international law.”12 This framework applies equally to cyber operations directed at terrorist cyber infrastructure
located within the territory of another state.
Further, the differences in how sovereignty is reﬂected in international law with respect to the domains of space,
air, and the seas further support the view that sovereignty is a principle, subject to adjustment depending on the
domain and the practical imperatives of states rather than a hard and fast rule. For instance, in the case of the space
domain, objects in orbit are beyond the territorial claims of any nation, and outer space—including outer space
above another state’s territory—is available for exploitation by all. In the case of the air domain, the regime is highly
restrictive, such that any unconsented entry into the airspace of another state is regarded as a serious violation of
international law subject to such exceptions as self-defense, Security Council authorization, or force majeure. In
the case of the seas, many entries into and transits through the territorial waters of another state are permissible
without the consent of that state, but there are conditions under which such entry would be a violation of international law—it depends on the particular facts and circumstances. The fact that states have developed vastly
different regimes to govern the air, space, and maritime domains underscores the fallacy of a universal rule of
sovereignty with a clear application to the domain of cyberspace. The principle of sovereignty is universal, but
its application to the unique particularities of the cyberspace domain remains for states to determine through
state practice and/or the development of treaty rules.
A contrary view asserts that sovereignty is more than a foundational principle of international law, upon which
rules such as the prohibitions against the use of force and unlawful intervention are based. In this view, sovereignty
is itself a rule of international law that can be violated.13 This view is frequently stated in terms of violations of or
interferences with a state’s territorial sovereignty.14 However, this confuses the concept of territorial sovereignty,
inherent in the notion of internal sovereignty discussed above, with the more precise concepts of territorial integrity and the inviolability of borders protected through Article 2(4), the Charter more broadly, and CIL. The proscriptions against violating territorial integrity or borders involve a threshold of harm much higher than the mere
conduct of cyber operations limited to affecting, for example, cyber facilities owned or operated by terrorists, criminals, or by third states, located inside another state’s borders.15 Ultimately, whether and precisely when nonconsensual cyber operations below the threshold of a prohibited intervention violate international law is a question
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that must be resolved through the practice and opinio juris of states, developed over time and in response to the need
of states effectively to defend themselves and provide security for their citizens.16
The ramiﬁcations of the growing debate as to whether and how international law regulates state actions in cyberspace below the nonintervention threshold are easily observed in the case of the use of cyber capabilities in the
ﬁght against widely recognized terrorist organizations such as ISIS. In these cases, owing to the distributed nature
of cyberspace, operations may involve cyber effects directed against terrorist-controlled infrastructure on networks or systems located in states outside areas of hostilities, and not subject to any preexisting authority to
use force. While these “subintervention” cyber activities should consider the sovereignty of the states in whose
territory these terrorist infrastructures reside, this does not answer the key question of whether or how sovereignty
proscribes such cyber activities. While the principle of sovereignty should factor into the conduct of any cyber
operation, it does not itself establish a bar against individual or collective state cyber operations against all
cyber infrastructure within another state, particularly those controlled by widely-recognized terrorists and used
for terrorist activity. In short, sovereignty is a principle, not a rule, and its legal consequences are not fully formed
in this area.
Applying this Approach to Terrorist Operations
ISIS, like other transnational organizations, has a vast social media presence and uses the internet to communicate with its members and supporters, to recruit individuals to its cause, and to promote its views and activities.
Its media operations are decentralized and originate from servers in numerous states throughout the world,
encouraging crowdsourcing and volunteerism by individuals not directly associated with the terrorist organization.
Additionally, ISIS adherents have formed the Cyber Caliphate and have taken active malicious cyber actions over
the internet.17 This means that ISIS followers and adherents both inside and outside ISIS-controlled territory
operate on servers and infrastructure scattered across the globe, taking advantage of the transparency and permeability of borders that characterize the internet. These states may have limited or no knowledge that ISIS is utilizing
servers or cyber infrastructure under their sovereign authority. Further, these states may lack the capability to
effectively counter or even discover ISIS’s cyber threat.
If the view were adopted that sovereignty is a rule violated by any action illegal under the domestic law of a state,
states seeking to disrupt distributed terrorist cyber infrastructure would be under an obligation to either seek
Security Council authorization or the consent of the state in whose territory the infrastructure resides. The nature
of cyber operations and capabilities often require high degrees of operational security and the ﬂexibility to act with
speed and agility. Operating through a consent model could in important cases surrender operational initiative to
the terrorist adversary or render response options unworkable. Further, these actions could involve cyber effects
in, yet invisible to, the territorial state, but that only manifest operationally in the area of hostilities.
Because the doctrine of sovereignty does not prevent all actions by one state that affect another state or even
“encroachment on other sovereign jurisdictions,”18 a state involved in operations against ISIS, such as the United
States, is not precluded from taking action against ISIS’s cyber facilities in other states, even without the consent of
the host state, unless doing so constitutes a prohibited intervention or use of force. Where the proposed cyber
action is focused solely against the individual accounts or facilities of terrorists or terrorist organizations widely
recognized as such, and when the cyber actions will generate only de minimis effects on nonterrorist infrastructure
16
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within the host state, international law does not preclude those cyber actions. States may choose, as a matter of
policy, to seek the host state’s consent before taking such actions, but there is no customary law requirement to do
so. The host state, exercising its sovereign domestic authorities, could proscribe such activities just as states proscribe espionage, but such proscription would be a matter of domestic law of the host state, rather than a matter of
international law.
ISIS and other terrorist or criminal organizations, and indeed some states, are using and will continue to use the
internet and cyber facilities to advance their malevolent ends. Effectively countering these activities is vital to
national and international security. States must ensure that any response complies with international law and
takes into account each state’s sovereignty. Properly understood and applied, international law and the doctrine
of sovereignty do not preclude per se individual and collective state cyber actions directed against terrorist-owned
or -operated cyber facilities, or other malevolent infrastructure, located within other states.

